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In [3] H. Shaw has investigated a nonlinear elliptic boundary value problem 
at resonance under linear homogeneous boundary conditions with regard to 
which the linear part is coercive but not necessarily self-adjoint. He obtains 
rather general assertions, if the linear part generates a Fredholm operator of 
kernel and defect index 1, whereas considerable restrictions are assumed for 
the general case of (Fredholm-)index 0. Using an approach to alternative 
problems, which is due to J. Mawhin (see, e.g., [I]), we can avoid these restric- 
tions. 
1. THE PROBLEM 
Let Q be a bounded region in BP with smooth (P) boundary &‘, m E N, and 
be an uniformly elliptic linear partial differential operator of order 2m on Sz with 
real-valued coefficients, which are continuous on 0. For an integer j > 0 Hi(Q) 
denotes the Sobolev (Hilbert) space ofls-functions on Q, whose weak derivatives 
of order <j also belong to La(Q), and /I Iii its norm (11 Ij0 means the P-norm). 
Let B be a system of m linear boundary operators of order <2m, defined on 
aD with 2m times continuously differentiable real-valued cocfficicnts. We set 
v = (U j u E 1/2nz(Q), Bu = 0 on iJQ> 
and Lu = Au for u E I’, and assume that L: V + L2(f2) is a Fredholm operator 
of index 0 and ke.rnel index A+’ > 0 (the resonance case). Moreover let L satisfy 
a “unique continuation” condition, i.e., w E Ker(L)\{O} implies meas{x / x E Q, 
w(x) = 0} = 0. We set Q*(a) = {x 1 x E Q, V(X) 5 0) for ZI ELM, and 
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suppose, there are L2-bases (q ,..., 20~) of Ker(L) and (p)l ,..., y&f} of Im(Lii, 
such that 
for each e E RP with 1 e 1 = 1. Non-self-adjoint operatorsl, having this property, 
are mentioned in [3]. 
Let s(i) be the number of multi-indices 01 with / 01 / < i for i E Zf, Db be the 
generalized gradient of order j for u E H2”(Q) and I <i < ITZ, and 
k = SUP(K I K E Rf, K /I u l12m < IlLzc II,, + 11 .u jj0 for u E V> 
(since L is a Fredholm operator, k is positive), then we can state our assumptions 
concerning the nonlinear part. g: R . - 88 IS continuous and admits limits 
g(*m) = g t-g(*t) for some u E [0, l), , 
f: 52 x iFP(Lw) -+ R satisfies Caratheodory’s conditions and the growth condition 
I f(G Y)I d c I Y ID + 44 (1) 
for some c E IX+, 0 EL*(Q), all y E iWPm) and almost all x E .Q. Additionally 
suppose that there is a function q: R+\(O) -+ [0, k) with 
I f(.% %Y,) -f(& &?‘*)I < P(P) I J’l - Yz I 14 
for a.a. x E Q, ,s E jwsfanl--l), p > 0, and y1 , y2 E Rs(2m)-s(gnz-1) with I yI - 17% 1 3 p. 
For h ALL we will consider the boundary value problem 
-du(x) = h(x) + g(u(x)) +f(x, u(x), Du(x),..., D”‘%(x)), XEQ, 
Bu(x) = 0, XEa2. 13) 
We remark that (3) contains the problem, considered by H. Shaw in [3] since 
his function f obviously satisfied (2), b ecause it is independent of the derivatives 
of order 2m. 
2. THE EXISTENCE ASSERTION 
We denote by ( , j the L*-inner product and set 
Tw = c <w, Wi> q% 
I@+%4 
for w E Ker(L). 
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THEOREM. Let the hypotheses, stated in Section 1, be satis$ed and suppose for 
each w E Ker(L) with j/ w \I0 = 1: 
- [meas(!2)]1/2 ess sup 1 f 1 > 0, if (5 = 0, 
respectively 
- cd[meas(i~)](l-O)/a > 0 
if (T > 0, euhere d = sup{IJ w lj2,n ( w E Ker(L), I/ w I/,, = 1). Then the-re exists a 
sozution 24 E fP”(Q) of (3). 
To prove this assertion we need an extension of [I, Theorem VII.41, which 
can be obtained by applying a coincidence degree for pairs (L, N), where L is a 
Fredholm operator of index 0 and N is L-condensing instead of L-compact. 
Details are given in [2]. We recall the following notation: 
DEFINITION. Let X, Y be Banach spaces,L: XI Dam(L) -+ Y be a Fredholm 
operator and N: X1 Dam(N) -+ Y. N is called L-condensing, iff there are 
continuous projections I’: X+ X and Q: I’-+ Y with Im(P) = Ker(L), 
Ker(Q) = Im(L) and: 
(a) QN is continuous and bounded on bounded subsets. 
(b) Lp’(I - Q)N is condensing (concerning the set measure of non- 
compactness) on closed bounded subsets of Dam(N), where Lp’ denotes the 
pseudoinverse of L concerning P, i.e., L;l = [L j Ker(P)]-r. 
This definition is independent of ‘the choice of P and Q. If X is a Banach 
space, we set B(r) = (;y / x E X, jl s iI’< r} for P E Rf. Now we can formulate the 
announced assertion: 
LEMMA 1. Let X, Y be Banach spaces, L: X >_ Dam(L) --+ Y be a FTedholm 
operator of kdex 0, and N be L-condensing. Suppose that the following conditions 
hold for some couple of projections P: X + X and Q: Y + Y zuith Im(P) = 
Ker(L) and Ker(Q) = Im(L): 
(a) Thme exists 6 E [0, l), p > 0 and v 3 0 such that for each x E X 
II GIU - 0) N.r II < CL II .1c II’ + v. 
(b) (‘v’ bounded WC Ker(P))& > O)(Vt 3 t,,)(Vv E W) (VW E Ku(L) n 
aB(1)): QN(tw + tsv) # 0. 
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(c) For some t >, to-choose t, according to (b) for W = (O)-the Brouwer 
degree 
deg(JQN j Ker(L), A(t) n Ker(L), 0) f 0, 
where J: Im(Qj --f Ker(L) is a linear isomol-phiswt. 
Th.ea (L - Xj(Dom(L)) 2 Im(L). 
Proof of the theorem. We realize the hypotheses of Lemma 1. Let V and i 
be defined as in Section 1 and R: V + V be the orthogonal projection (in 
regard to the inner product of Jr) on Ker(L), then we can introduce a new 
equivalent norm on V by 
for u E r, and we set X = (JT, /I 11) and Y = (La(Q), I/ &). L is a continuous 
Fredhofm operator of index 0 from X into Y. We define N: X -+ Y by 
Yu(x) = h(x) + g@(x)) + f (x, u(x), D+$..., D%(x)). 
It is well lmown that N is continuous and that because of (1) there are h , 
I”~ E R+ with I/ _Vu j10 < J+ i/ u Ijo. + V, f or u E X. Thus (a) of Definition 1 and (a) 
of Lemma 1 are fulfilled for each couple of projections P, Q. 
Moreover one obtains from (2) by a lengthy calculation-a similar case is 
treated in [I!--that (b) of Definition 1 is satisfied, hence N is L-condensing. 
To establish (b) and (c) of Lemma 1 we need: 
LEMM.4 2. If the hypotheses of the Theorem me satisjed, we hnae: (V bounded 
JVC Ker(P)) (3t, > O)(Vt > t,)(Vv E JV) (Vzu E Ker(L) n aB(1)): ‘<N(t + t%), 
Tw‘, > 0. 
Now let ,O: I;- Y be the ( , ) orthogonal projection on Im(L)l. Since 
(_ONZ~~ Tw;;, = ~‘Nzc, Tw; for all u E X and zu E Ker(L), (b) of Lemma 1 follows 
from Lemma 2. We choose J = T-l and obtain by definition of T: (; J#, , J#,) = 
(& , &:,:. for all #t , & E Im(L)l. Since /j 11 ’ d m uces the LQtructure on Ker(L), 
Lemma 2 yieids for JV = (01 and w E as(&) n Ker(L): 
(JQNw, wi’> > 0. 
Therefore (c) of Lemma 1 holds in regard to the Poincare-Bob1 Theorem and 
all hypotheses of this Lemma are derived. Hence it ensures a u E Vwithk = Nu, 
which is a solution of (3). 
inroof of Lemma 2. If the conclusion is not true, we find a bounded subset W 
of Ker(c) and sequences (tj)jEN E (Ri-\(O})N, (zu~)~.~ E Ker(L)” and (vi)jcN E JVw 
with tJ ---z co, 1; ZU~ I/ = 1 forjE N and 
(N(tjwj + t/wj), Tw& < 0. (4) 
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By going if necessary to subsequences we can suppose that there is a w E Ker(L) 
with ]I w I/ = I, such that I] wj - w Ijam + 0, 11 wj + ty-rvj - w (Itm + 0, and 
(w&, and (wj + ty-l~j)gEN converge pointwise a.e. in Q to w. 
Now we have for each j E N : 
t;” 
f 
N(tjwj + t;zjJ(x) Twj(x) dx 
R 
N(tjWj + tj”Z’j)(X) TW(X) dx 
+ tj” 1, N(tjWj + tj”Z’j)(X)[TWj(X) - Tw(x)] dx 
= Ij + II; . 
Since 
I IIf I < t?"ll N(tjwj + tj""j)l10 I/ T(wj - W)&j 
< [El1 IIwj + tT-luj Ilo + vltJ II wj - w 110 3 
II, converges to 0 for j + co. For u E V and x E Q we set 
Du(x) = (u(x), Dlu(x),..., P%(x)) 
and consider 
I, = t;= S, h(X) TW(X) dX f tT” Iag((tjWj + tyVj)(X)) TW(X) dx 
+ t;” SDf(x, D(tjwj + ti”q)(x)) Tea(x) dx. 
First assume cr = 0. Because of the “unique continuation” property and the 
existence of g( &co) it follows by a standard argument that 
!$J [ng((tjwf + z’i>(x>) Tw(x) dx 
= Am) s, + Cw) Tw(x) dx + g(- co) s,(,, Tw(x) dx. 
This implies 
+ lQ h(x) Tw(x) dx - [meas(Q)]1/2 ess sup j f I > 0 
by assumption. 
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If a > 0, we again receive 
Iim K” ja  i I j g((tjwj + tTvj)(x)> Tw(x) dx R 
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Moreover we obtain 
/ tP j/(x, D(tjwj -+ q%&(x)) Tw(x) d.v / 
< tl” R [C / D(tjWj + tj”Ui)(X)i” + ! @(x)/l 1 Tw(~)l dx 
s 
< ti”c [jQ 1 D(tiwj + tj”zii)(x)Iz” dx]1;2 + t;-” II @ /lo 
< c[meas(Q)](l-“j’” I/ wj + tqelvj $& + ty” /j 8 /I0 , 
which converges to c[meas(Q)](L-D)/2 11 w jjprr2 for j -+ cr. This implies 
- cd[meas(Q)](l-U)/* > 0, 
by assumption. 
Therefore we have for both cases 
E (N(t,wi + tjWj), Twjj = co, 
which contradicts (4). 
Remarks. 1. Obviously the Theorem is also true if we reverse the inequality 
and the sign of its last term in the assumption. 
2. If f only depends on derivatives up to order 2111 - 1, A; is compact on 
closed bounded sets and we can use [ 1, Theorem 7’11.4] instead of Lemma 1 in 
the proof of the above Theorem. 
3. If D > 0 andf satisfies (1) for some oI E [0, (T) instead of 0, the Theorem 
remains valid under the assumption 
.(d / W(X) /u Tw(x) dx + g(- co) s j w(x)jp Z-w(x) dx > 0 7 n.Aw) 
for z’o E Ker(L) with jj ‘zu Ilo = 1. 
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